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PERFORMANCE OF COMPRESSOR-TURBINE

JET-PROPTJLSIONSYSTZhlS

By Carl B. Palmer

SUMMARY

An analysis of the performance of compressor-turbine
jet-prcipulslonsystems was carried out by calculating the
thrust power fron a compressor-turbine jet engine with a
systematic variation of pressure ratio, fuel-alr ratio,
cor.presserand turbine efficiencies, flight speed, alti-
tude, and m~imum ,gastemperature.

Increasing the compressor and turbine efficiencies
from Y(Ito /20percent was ?ound to double the over-all
effic~.encyor the engine at 300 d-lea per b-our(l&O fps).
increasing t.t.espeed from 300 to 6CC miles per hour
(880 f’gs ) Increased the over-all eff3.clencyby ‘7to
10 percent. The maximum power output at a particular
altitude was shown to I“zapproximately proportional to
the temperature difference between the combustion chamber
and the free atmosphere.

INPRODUCTIOIT

The basic principles of thermal-alr jet propulsion
have long been understood but not until recently have
syste~nsbeen devised that are capable of applying these
principles to the propulsion of passenger-carrying ati-
planes. The method that appears to have the greatest
potentialities makes use of mechanical compression of
atmospheric air and contlnuoue burning of fuel In the
compressed air. One of the early practicable systems,
the Italian Capront-Camplnl, made use of an ordinary .
internal-conibustl.onengine for running the compressor.
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This system eliminated the propeller but still had the
heavy weight and the complication of the reciprocating
engine combined with the low efficiency of a marghal

, jet-propulsion system.

The use of a gas turbine for driving the compressor
offered the advantages of simplicity and low engine weight
per horsepower ontput, but the thermal eff’iclencywas
impracticably low because the turbine had to operate at
low temperatures to prev9nt blade dama~e. Brown, Boveri
& Company, Limited, had devaloped practical Cas-turbine
power plants for statfon.aryinstallations, In which weight
was no problem and a considerable amount cf regeneration
could be used. The thermal-air jet enfi.newith turbine-
drlven compressor bece:s a practical means of aircraft
propulsion, however, only with the development of mate-
rials for gas-turbine rotor blades that could o?erate
continucusl.yat temperatures of 12@Oo F or hibtierand the
development of a liFht-wel@t rotary cmpressor capable
of Siving a pressure ratio of at least 3, at greater than
60 percent etf~c~ency. ~ef’eren~e1 de~~rtbes a t~bine-
comprecsor unit suitable for use in a jet engine.

Althou@ the temperatures and efficiencies at which
the turbine-compressor jet engine becomes practicable are
cf int9rest, It appears more important to inquire into
the effect of further Improvement in t6mperatuznes,9ffl-
ciencles, and other pertinent factors in jet-engine
performancee. An analysis of the effects of varias jet-
engiiledesign and operational parameters may indicate the
most profitable lines of developmental research and the
amount of improvement in performance and efficiency to be
ex~ected from such research. Such an analysis of jat-
engins performance is presented b.erein. I?e altitude and
speed of flight, the turbine and compressor efficiencies,
the fuel-alr and pressure ratios, and the combustion-
cham~er temperature are va-ied to show the eff9ct of each
not only on the e.nginothrust power but aiso on the opti-
mum values of the other parameters. Among the pertinent
toptcs’not cons~dered in this anslyois are engine weights
and the effect of arbitrarily changing the fkel rate for
a particular power nlanto
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!RICcalculations for this study were made on a
Mollier chart for air (see fig. 1, which was transformed
from a chart In reference 2 and Is plaoed at the end of
the report) by the methods described in reference.~. For
purposes of this analysis, air compression by ram Is
Isentroplc, mechanical compression is at an arbitrarily
assigned efficiency, combustion takes place at oonstant
pressure and a given efficiency, energy Is taken from the
working fluid by the turbine at an arbitrarily assigned
eff’ioiency,and the air after passing the turbine accel-
erates Isentroplcally to free-stream static pressure.

For every combination of altitude, speed, and msxlmum
allcwa>le temperature, various pressure ratios ule used;
in eaoh case the amount of fuel required to raise the air
temperature to the defined maxhum is burned. For each
set of’conditions two combinations of fuel-air ratio and
pressure ratio are stressed - one giving maximum power and
one giviw maxtmm over-all offioiency.

The calculations on the ?~ollierchart indicate the
thrust ~owcr from each poun3.per sGcond of conducted air.
~n onder to show more c~early the effects o!”eltltude and
speed, the design is as~umed tc 5C such that the weight
flow of charrc air IS proportional to the free-stream
staenat~on density; tinebase used is ).}0pounds per second
at GO!)feet per second at sea level. (See fig. 2) This .
assumption is in reasonable accoi’dwith results from
actual installations because the air velocity should be
approximately constant in the engine in order to maintain
the compressor and turbine efficiencies. Whenever possible,
the graphs of results sre drawn with scales of both power
and power per (pound per second) of charge air. The graphs
for zero flight speed at sea level show the static thrust
force; for all other cr.nditions,power rather than thrust
is.shown.

‘The compressor and turbine are operating at defined
efficiencies so that, when the fuel-air ratio and the
compression ratio are ohanged at a particular”altitude
and speed, the curves represent an inffl.nltenumber of
engines, each of which 1s designed to have the defined
efficiencies at the particular operating conditions under
consideration.
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The results of the analysis are nresented in two
parts, Tn the first pert only t% jet engine 19 cor2-
sidered, without reference to any airplme In which it
mi.r~tbe in~talled, and In the second gart tk.eperformance
of a particular ?.nstallationis discussed,

The symbols used herein are defined in appendix A,
and the conditions and assumptions used are Uscussed in
appendix ?30
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Figure 3 presents a set of oycles on the Molller #:”’-
chart for the purpose of illustrating the effeot of pr:-&-Iq#$~*!’
sure ratio and fuel-air ratio on the thrust from 1 pound ‘ ●-’ # “
of air. The vertical di~tances (enthalpy changes) in

●**.*1
$

cycle R are’sigrllflcantin the following manner: The
distance O to 1 indicates the veloclty with which the air
approaches the engine, 1 to 2 shows the energy added by
the compressor, and 2 tc ~ shows the energy add6d by
burning fuel Gt constant pressure. At a particular altl-
tude, rliFht sp9ed, compressor ef’fici9ncy,and maximum
tempel’ature(tempcratui’eat point 3)3 the location of
point 2 uniquely rieterdnes the fuel-alr ratio and the
presswe ratio, so that on9 ratio may be plotted as a
function of the other. The distance 3 to ~+shows energy
taken cnltby the turbine, and ~kto 5 Indicates the exit
veloclty of the propelling jet. The distance 5 to 5! is
the same as O to 1 so that, whan point 4 falls on 5f, the

3
//

A

2

—— —Locus of 4
—. —Locus of 5?

Entropy

Fi@rG).3,- Jet-m@na cycles.”
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exit velocity equals the approach velocity and the con-
ducted air contributes neither thrust nor drag. The
thrust is, therefore, determined by the distance 4 to 5f,
which In conjunction w~th O to 1 shows the velocity
inorease of the conducted air; that is,

Thrust aA~?

cc~blstance 4 to ~ -

Cycle A, which has hiph pressure

@lstance 51 to 5

ratio and low fuel-air
ratio, and cycle D, which has low.presmzre ratio and high
fuel-air ratio, show little or no thrust. Cycles E and C
give about equal thrust; and maximum thrust would be
obtained with a cycle intermediate to B and C.

Figures 4 to 6 show the variation of thrust power
with fuel-air ratio for various turbine and compressor
efficiencies. The pressure-ratio curve is also shown as
a function of fuel-air ratio. In order to find the pres-
sure ratio for a particular point on a thrust-power curve,
read the value of R for the fuel-air ratio corresponding
to the point on the thrust curve. With the maximum tem-
perature fixed, operation Is possible only In a narrow
range of fuel-air ratto and pressure ratio. These fiel-
air and pressure ratios are shown for three gas tempera-
tures In the followlng table:

Maxhum
temperature’“~~$~~e Fuel-air

L-)
ratio

1500 5t06 0.015 to 0.013

1800 %toy .019to .016

2100 10 to K .022 to .020

In this table both turbine and compressor efficiencies
are about 80 percent. If these efficiencies were 70 per-
cent, the fuel-air ratios would be 0.001 to 0.002 higher,
and the pressure ratios would be about two-thirds of
those shown. Decreasing the turbine and cmnpressor
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efficlenclks‘not”only-cau.sedk ~ectiea~e’in the hsximum
power obtainable but also considerably restricts the
range of fuel-air ratio for which operation Is possible.
This fact Is partlcula~ly evident in figure 4. If the
turbine efficiency 1s held oonstant and the compressor
efficiency 1s vsrled, the power curves sre quite slmllsr
to those shown.

1800

400

1000

600

200

.004 .008 ● 012 .016 .020 .024

‘+if/Wa

Figure 4.- Effect of fuel-air raticion thrust and
pressure ratio. At sea 1QV81; \ro= o; & = 1500° F;

% = 75 percent.
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Figure 5.- Effect of’fiel-air ratio on thrust power and
?re~swe ratio. At sea level; V. = /300feet pe~t
second; tmu = 15000 F.
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Fi3ure 6.- Zffect of fuel-alr ratio on thrust power and
pi’Qssureratio. AltituJe, 40,G00 feet; V. = 880 feet
per sec~nd; ~x = 1500° ~; ~c = 75 p~rcentc

The rnsxlmum oints of a number of curves of the type
shown In figures c to 6 are plotted on coordinates of
oo?rpressorand turbine efficiencies In figure 7 to show
the relative importance of these two efficiencies. In
this figure the axes may be Interchanged with llttle
cha~e in the thrust or power curves, which indicates
that, for all practical purposes when reasonable effi-
ciencies are used, the thrust is equally sensitive to
chan~esin turbine and compressor efficiencies and that
the product of turbine and compressor efficiencies is
more sigulficant,.thaneither dfflciency alone.

~.e effects of fuel-air ratio, pressure ratio, and
maxtmum ternerature on thrust and thrust power are shown
in figures 8 and 9. Fi~e 8 shows the variation of .
static thrust at sea level with fuel-air ratio at each
of three maximum temperatures. Lines of constant pressure
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l?igure 79- Relative effects of qc and
?

on thrust
and thrust power. tmu = 1 00° r-
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Figure ~.- Effecta of fuel-alr ratio, pressure ratio, and
maximum temperature on thrust. At sea level; V. = O;

~~’q = 85 pGrcent.

ratio are drawn through these thrust curves. Figure 9
is a similar plot of tlunzstpower at high speed and high
altitude. These figures indicate that, for the range of
temperature considered, the maximum thrust at any alti-
tude is nearly proportional to the difference between
free-stream and combustion-chamber temperatures. At any
particular temperature the thrust is more sensitive to
changes In fuel-air ratio than to changes In pressure
ratio.

Cormxxrisonsof many curves of the t~e shown in
figures ~ to 9 indicate that the pressure ratio and the
fuel-air ratio for a particular power condition are pri-
marily functions of the combined turbine and compressor
efficiencies and the combustion-ohamber temperature.
Figure 10= which shows this relationship for the msxlmum-
power oondition, is reasonably accurate for the range of
flight speed and altitude considered in the present analysis
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Figure 10.-
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Effect of engine temperature on fuel-air
ratio and compression ratio. Maximum-power condition.

.

Figure 11 shows hcw the thrust ower and the thermal,
8jet and over-all eff~ciencles for 8 0 feet per second

6at 0,000 feet vary with the fuel-air ratio. Turbine and
compressor effioiGncic. are held constant at 85 percent,

.. .—-
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and the pressure ratio 1s varied to keep a msxlmum tem-
perature of 15000 F or 21000 F. These curves chow that
the maxhum-thrust condition is not the condition of’most “
economical operation. H’ an e lne having a maximum

?temperature of 21000 F (fig. 11 b)) Is designed to run
at maximum over-all ef”’iclencyinstead of maximum thrust
power, the jet efficiency is Improved fhom @ to 51 per-
cent, the thermal efficiency.?-ssllghtl~ improved, and
tho over-all efficiency Increases .%om 21 to over
26 percent. ‘Thethrust power, however, drops to
1000 horsepower, only ’70percent of the maximum of 1400.

P P/Wn m .R
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\ ‘k .Tlc

\
t N(

\ \ 20
\
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I
‘R
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50 .
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20

10
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; cd+ .008 ●OK .016 .020

?{f~.qa
(a) ‘max = 1500° F.

Figure 11.- Clwmges In thermal, jet, and over-all
ciencies and thrust Dower with fuel-atr ratio.

ef’f’i-

Altitude, 40,000 fee~; V. = 6S0 feet per second;
% ‘m = 85 percent.
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“ Fi&uPe 12 shows how the thrust power and the thermal,
jet, and over-all efficiencies vsry.with the maximum
temperature for operation both at maximum thrust power
and at maximum over-all efficiency. As is to be expected,
the thermal efficiency Increases with the temperature

“?
range of the cycle and the jet efficiency decreases with

—the higher velocities that accompany the him temperatures.
\ ?Ihenaperaticn is at maximum power, an increase in maximum

temperature cioesnet cause a signlf’icantchange in the
over-all efficiency but th~ rats 01 fuel consumption is
oonsidcrably increased. For the maximum-power condition,
therefore, Iih.enet resalt of’using a hi@er engine tem-
perature is to increase the pcwer capactty of the engine
and thus to improve the power-weight i’atio. When condi-
tions of maximum over-all efficiency are specified,
higher engine temperatures load to i=provemont in over-all
efficiency as well as in engine capacity.

Calculations for other flight speeds and turbine and
compressor efficiencie~ show that, at maximum power, the
over-all efficiency is nearly independent of maximum
engine temperatru’e. The altitude effect is relatively
small. Dhder these circumstances, curves showing over-all
efficiency as a function of flight speed and the product
of turbine and compressor efficiencies (fig. 13) will be
approximately correct over the entire range of engine
temperature end altitude under consideration. In nearly
all c~ses the over-all efficienc~ will fall within the
ranges indicated in the following table:

—.

Product of turbhe and
Over-all ef’fici9ncy

percent)
compressor eff’lciencies mo fps I+l)ofps

094

I

8 to lG -------

95 13 tolb 4t06

.6 16 to 18 8 to 10

.7 0 to 22 10 to 12

Figures 4. and 15 show how the thrust power per
(pound per second) of air flow varies with flight speed
and altitude. Figure U describes operation at maximum
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mc=~ = 85 percent.
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power and figure 15, operation at maxm over-all effi-
clenoy. The fact that the curves for altltudes of 50,000
and 60,000 Yeet are coincident (f’lg.l)})indicates that
the atmospheric temperature is the.only altltude effect
which has a direct bearing upon the power per (pound per
second) of conducted air.

7jfJ.

r!

FIGure

‘cl .2C .I+.o .60 .!30 1.00

13.- Effect of turbine and compressor efficiencies
and flight speed on over-all efficiency.

The turbine and compressor for a jet engine of the
type under consideration should he so selected thst the
co~pressor terqne required and the tunbine torque pro-
duced exactly balance at the desired rotational speed.
‘Theblade angles must be such that bobh turbine and
compressor operate at maximum efficiency when the design
air flow Is obtained.

An engine that has been destgned for a particular
maximum temperature, air-flow rate, and power condltlon
(for example, haxlmum thrust and maximwn over-all
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Figure 15● - En@ne performance when design is for maximum
over-all efficiency. tmax = 18000 F;

%=m = 85 percent.

efficiency) may be operated at the same temperature and
power condition over a wide range of speed and altitude
with llttle change in turbine and compressor efficiencies -
if the air-flow rate can be controlled In fllght by an
adjustable exit nozzle or similar rmans. This simple
adaptability of the jet engine ~s discussed In appendix B.
Each combination of power condition and maximum tempera-
ture, then, actually represents a single engine, the
performance of which follows with only slight discrep-
ancies the foregoing calculations. The performance
calculated herein is for an airplane powered with one of
the jet engines described In the preceding section.
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.—-. .
~ine~-.” ll%er‘turMne ~and-compressor operate.at

adiabatic efficienoles of 85 percent, and a temperature -
of 1500° 1?is maintained in the combustion chamber.
Operation 1s at the newer.condition of maximum thrust
per (poundper seoo~of conduoted air. The exit nozzle
Is of such a nature that t~ air-flow rate agrees with
the curves In flpwe 2. The engine perfomanoe oharaoter-
Istios are shown-by figure 16, In wh~ch thrust power is

3200
I

Altitude

t
(ft)—

“Sea level
I

2)+00 I
I

1600

—. .. ——

.,
000‘

I

n
‘o 200 400 600 e00 1000 1200

Flight speed, fps

Figure 16.- Znglne power output. ~ = 1 00° F;
m~=~ ?= 85 percen .

plotted as a function of flight speed. At each altitude
the thrust power increases almost linearly with the
flight spee~whi.oh indicates that the thrust force
changes anly slightly with fllght speed.

Airplane.- The airplane is a small, high-s eed
fighter-t~e atrplane, with a gross weight of 8 00 pounds
snd a wing loading of 50 pounds per square foot. The

■ m- Immmm I In-mm m . ... .- - .. .- .. .—
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lift-drag ratlo for the airplane Is calculated by the
equation

L CL-=
c 2

CDO + ~

where

CDO = 0.014

e = 0.9

F~r high fltght Mach ntimbersthis rctlo is divided by
the correction factor”for CD shown In figure 17,

M

Fl~nO .17.-?Iachnuber correction for drag coefficient.
(From unpublished data.)

. .
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,. . w~ch’was obtained-from-unpublished..data. ...The.resulting
airplane p~er requirements for level flight are shown
in figure 18.

Altltude
“3200“ (ft)

sea1 level

~ 240c
-+

u’ Ii 50,000
g I /

G 1600
11

u
2

8
800

I
o“
o 200 400 600 E!00 1000

Flight speed, fps

Figure 18.- Power required by airplane for level flight.

Calculations of perfommnce. - In order to calculate
speed and rate of climb, tie power qequlred by the air-
plane for level flight at a particular altitude (fig. 18)
can be plotted on the same graph with the

f
ower output

of the engine at the same altitude (fig. 1 )0 The inter-
section of the two curves wI1l indicate the level-flight
speed for the particular altitude-engine-airplanecom-
bination under consideration. Fm flightspeeds less
than that obtained in level flight, the excess of power
available over power required may be used for climb.

.

.——
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The varlatIon h airplane level-fllght speed with
altitude is dhown In figure 19. The fact that th speed

1000

800

200

0

Altitude, ft
Figure 19.- Effect of altitude on level-flight speed of jet-

propelled alralane. t = 1500° F; ~c=%=85 percent;

w = 5400 pounds; S = l%xsqusre feet.

does not Increase with altitude is due to the assumed
effect of the Mach number on the drag. As the altitude
Increases, sonic velocity decreases and the Mach number
effect on the drag Is evident at lower fllght speeds.
If the airplane were l.rger or the engine smaller, the
flight speeds would be lower but would increase slightly
with altitude in the usual manner.
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... ,. . .In ffi~re 2(3“theimximum rate.,of.climb 1s shoyn as. .
a fumtion of the altitude. The discontinuity in the
slope of’this curve ooours at.the altitude above whioh
the temperature is assumed to be oonstant:
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Figure 20.- Effect of’altitude
of jet-propelled airplane.

nc=~ = 85 percent.

on maximum rate ofcllti
tH = 1500°.F;
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These performances are only f’ora particular combina-
tion of airplane and jet engine. Curves of thrust power
against speed for various altitudes may be drawn for an
engine havlng”any combination of turbine and compressor
efflcioncies and maximum temperature, and on these engine
curves nay be superimposed the performance curves of’any
airplane. For an engine of’dlfforent size, having flow
propei’tiesslmllar to tb.oseof the engine described, the
fuel consumption and thrust power vary with the square
of the engine diameter.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

For each assumed meximum en@ne temperature in this
performance analysls of jet-propulsion systems, particular
attention has been given to only two t~es of cycle:
the type giving maxim .thrust power per (pound per second)
of conducted air and the t~e giving the hi@est over-all
efficiency of conversion of fuel energy into thrust power.
When the turbine and the compressor are selected for
engine operation at maximum over-all ef’ficier.cy,the

over-all efficiency is about 1A times and the thrust power
5

Is about three.f’ormthsof the corresponding values when
operatlcn is at maximum thrust power.

The maximum thrust-power output at a particular
altitude is approxhately proportional to both the flight
speed and the temperature difference between the free
stream end the combustion chamber.

The efficlencigs of the turbine and the compressor
are about equally Important in determining the e~ln~
performance. ~or ra~sonable val~le~~f each, the product
of these efficiencies may be considered a good Index of
the attainable performance.

The following table shows the relation between the
product of turbine and compressor efficiencies and the
over-all efficiency for two flight speeds. Although
based or!lyon cycles glvi.ngmaximum thrust, the table
applies to all altitudea and engine-temperatures con-
sidered herein.
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.Produotof turbine
and compressor sfflcienoles

“~

094 8 to 10 --------

●5 13 to 15 l+to6

.6 16 to 18 8 to 10

●7 20 to 22 10 to 12

The fuel-alr ratios and the pressure ratios for the’
maximum-power cycles are determined by the maximum
allowable gas temperature and the product of turbine
and compressor efflcienci9s. The approximate magnitudes
of these ratios for three gas temperatures are shown in”
the following table:

1500 >to6 0.015 to 0.013

1800 8t09 .019to .016

2100 10 to 12 .022 to .020 “

In this table the product of turbine and compressor
effioienoies i.sconstant at 0.65. A similar table for
an efflcienoy product of 0.50 would show fuel-air
ratios 0.001 to 0.002 higher than and pressure ratios
about two-thirds of those shown.

Langlby Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field.,Va.
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APPENDIX A

WMBOLS

NACA ACR No. L5E17

cross-sectional area of duct, sq ft

aspect ratio

so”nlcveloclty, fps

drag coefficient

proftle-drag coefficient

lift coefficient

diameter, ft

drag, lb

span efficiency factor

lift, lb

Mach number P@)
rotational speed, rps

pressure, lb\sq in.

thrust power, hp

volume rate of’flow of air, cu ft\sec

ratio of static pressure after compressor to static
pressure befcre compressor

wing area, s“qft

temperature, ‘F

maximum gas temperature, OF

thrust, lb

specific volume, CU ft\lb

Velocitv of alr throufi duct. fns
“ .-
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.

“veloel~ty of-air Wmn@-exit nozzle, fps

fllghtspeed, fps

gross weight of airplane, lb

weight rate of oharge-air flows lb/s”eo

rate of fuel oonsumptlo;; lblseo . .

adiabati~ effiolenoy of medmnl~al compressions
ratio of Isentropie to aotual enthalpy Increase
for a particular pressure mise

thermal, or cyole, efficiency

(Heat input -

)

Heat njeoted
Heat Input

( ‘12V
propulsive efficiency of the air jet

Vo+v

over-all efficiency of conversion of fuel energy “
into thrust power

adiabatic efficiency of turbine, ratio of actual
to tsentropio enthalp~ decrease for a particular
pressure drop

air density, lb\cu ft
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APPENDIX B “

CONDITIONS AND ASSUMPTI!)NS

The conditions and assumptions used In the foregoing
analysis are listed hr-”ein. Some explanation is given
when neoessary.

Army summer air is used exclusively. The thermal-
air jet engine operates on the same cycle as a duoted
cooling system; the atmosphere customarily used In
calculations for coollng equipment Is therefore used
for the jet engine. Tnl_suse of Amy air gives a somewhat
conservative estimate of engine performance.

Uniform temperature, pwssure, and velocity exist
over any cross section of air duct in the engine. Alr
velocity throughout the engine I.skept so low that
deviations from this idealized cond~tion are of little
significance..

No heat is lost f&m tk engine by conduction, and
all alr flow is frlctionless except In the turbine and
compressor. These idealizations invalidate none of the
conclusions, sinse the duct fr~ction losses are negligible
with the velocities used end the conduction heat losses
may be taken care of by using a sllghtly higher fuel rate.
It may be possible in some cases to improve the perfomanoe
~f a jet-engine installation by decreasing the duct area
and therefore the frontal area of the engine and by taking
some frlotion loss in the duets.

The weight flow of oharge alr is maintained pro-
portional to the st~np.tian density of the oharge air.
The following discuss!m indicates the reasons for this
assumption and sme of Its results. With this air-flow
oontrol, the velocity of the alr entering the compressor
is practically constsnt. men the engine is operating
at xnatimumthrust power and a particular maxi.mumtempera-
ture, the veloclty of alr entering the turbine Is constant
to about *7 percent, for flight speeds of ~0 to 880 fps
at altitudes from sea level to 60,000 ft. The continuity
equation for the oonduoted air is

fWa = Wa
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The entr&66 ‘areb”iiid-veiohi%y”ibrndzi-coniiMit-for both
.....

OO?lIprSSSOr!UIdturbine● The weights of the air flowlng
through the oompres sor an~ the turbine are essentially
equal and thus vary at the same rate. The density.of
the air entering the oon@ressor and the turbine, there-
fore, varies at the same rate. I!tmthermore,both.the
torque output of the turMne a@ the torque required to
run the compressor at”oonstant speed are proportional to
the density of the oonduoted klr. The compressor torque
required and the turbine torque produqed, therefore,
vary at the same rate and remain balanced at a oonstant”
rotational speed over a wide range of altitude and flight
speed.

Because the assumed control of alr flow makes i
5possible to operate the compressor at oonstant Q/rid,

the power .putinto a pound of alr by the compressor is
oonstant for all altitudes and flight speeds. The
pressure ratio Is greater at high altitudes,then, than
at low altitudes and.is slightly greater at low flight
speeds than at high flight speeds. In fig. 21 the

v~

“o 10 20 30 40 50 60X

.Altltude, ft

103

Figure 21.- Effect of altitude on pressure ratio over an
axial compressor. Constant rotational speed and air
volume.
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p~ssure ratio is shown as a fumtion of altitude and
flight speed for EUIaxial compressor operating at oon-
Stant C@ and an adiabatic effloienoy of 85 peroent.
This variation in pressure ratio for a partloular oom-
preasor oauses an engine designed for maximum power at
a particular altitude and speed to operate at madmum
power over a wide range of altitude and speed.

The heat value of the fuel is 19,700 Btu\lb, and
combustion IS assued complete at the turbine entranoe.

Losses In total pressure oocur only in the compressor
ati the turbine, and mechanical losses are allowed for
in the efficiencies of the compressor and the turbine.

Because of the great excess of air, the properties
of the exhaust gas are assumed to be the same as those
of air, but allowance Is made for the Increase in the
weight of the conducted air due to the addition of fuel.
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